
The Sacred Pathway Hawaiian Healing Retreat 

MORE INFO PACKET 



We will be staying at 

Whale Spirit Sanctuary 

Kealakekua bay, Hawaii
September 2nd - September 7th

A Balinese style eco-resort on 5+ acres of land.

Whale Spirit sits in such a naturally healing and enchanting 
location. Minutes walk from the Kealakekua waters, known to be 
full of whales, dolphins, and other amazing sea-life.

Magical and sacred area, with one of the Earth’s most powerful sacred 
vortexes. 

An inter dimensional portal called 

the “Pathway of the Gods.” 



This retreat is about healing, conscious 
community, and total transformation. 

This is your opportunity to make a lasting 
connection to your Spirit, and to truly and 

totally know who you are.

Mandy Adams, Host of Soul Star Journeys, has put together the most 
fun healing adventure of the summer! We will be staying at the 
beautiful Whale Spirit Sanctuary on the big Island of Hawaii, which is 
on a natural geological vortex. Let the magic begin!

 

Brandon & Chelsea Loveladdy of Orange County Reiki and Sound 
Transformations offer a variety of Healing Arts services and Retreats 
which provide assistance with spiritual integration and consciousness 
transformation. 

With over 8 years of Reiki, Sound Baths, and Healing Arts services, 
they have assisted countless clients with their personal growth, inner 
peace, and life transformations. Their services facilitate the experience 
of being in the deeper states of consciousness in order to bring about 
deeper connections to life and/or a spiritual awakening. 

The Sacred Pathway Retreat is the first time they will be debuting 
some of their new wellness modalities including Cacao Ceremonies, 
SOMA breathwork, and Kambo. They will also be utilizing their 
knowledge in Metaphysics, consciousness, and Shamanic Healing by 
providing guidance and visual meditations to further aid in deeper 
spiritual integration and transformational healing. 



This five day retreat has been intentionally created to provide the perfect 
environment for radical breakthroughs, whether they be mental, emotional, 
physical, spiritual or all of the above. Each holistic modality that we are 
offering is integrative in providing shifts of awareness, and to allow the 
space  and means for the catalyst for these beautiful life changes. It takes 
time to make lasting changes, it takes a community to provide the right 
environment, and it takes a beautiful healing location within nature, the 
magical vortex that is Kealakekua Bay. We will not only heal together, we 
will laugh, cry, adventure and celebrate together!

Utilizing our expertise in healing, will be facilitating various techniques 
and guidance to implement deep thinking and self-awareness in order to 

gain insight and to enhance personal spiritual connection.

Common optional activities such as yoga and guided meditation led by 
Nichole Ferro set the stage for the healing, and help us to start our days in 
a mindful and blissful flow. There will also be various amounts of free time 
for personal adventures around the Sanctuary or around the city. Personal 
Healing Sessions, Sound Healing & Couples Healing Services are offered 
on down times for extended personal healing. (space is limited).

We will be doing Cacao Ceremonies to strengthen our bond to Spirit, and 
to connect to our bodies. The use of the non psycho-active plant medicine 
Cacao is very heart opening and awareness expanding. This in combination 
with Breathwork has the ability for transcendental therapeutically 
powerful experiences. It is common to become very emotional and to 
release a wide range of expression, from sobbing or yelling, to our 
intention, which is bliss and freedom. There will also be soothing and 
mellow Breathwork, as well as therapeutic Sound Healing. Various Sound 
Baths provide healing frequencies and tones that harmonize the body’s 
energy field and brainwaves soothing body, mind & Spirit. 

As we get into the Shamanic aspects of the Retreat, we will guide Shamanic 
Journeys to go inward and get in touch with our Soul and Inner Child, as 
well as Releasing exercises, Ancestral Healing and more! Each of these 
healing journeys will be accompanied with Reiki for deeper spiritual 



healing and integration. We will be offering the magical medicine of the 
Amazon, Kambo, which helps us gets into the deeper physical, mental, 
emotional, and psychological healing. It will be optional, but encouraged as 
it is truly a life changing experience for total body and mind wellness, 
space is also limited. 

Be a part of a loving and supportive tribe. In this retreat, you will be a part 
of a positive and conscious community, as there will be a feeling of 
camaraderie as we join in on group bonding activities, and our inner 
healing. Start your days with some Hawaiian coffee or tea, and enjoy 
Sunset dinners, followed by time to vibe and connect with the community, 
engaging in meaningful conversation, laughter and wonder.  Enjoy healthy 
conscious meals, provided lovingly by the one and only Corey Miller, 
owner of the Behind The Lids Studio that we love so much. 

This retreat will bring us together with new friends, and provide the 
perfect environment for connecting more deeply with the ones you love, 
whether they be your romantic partner, family or with pre-existing 
friendships and bonds. We will grow together, find our truth together, and 
feel peace and love together. You are safe to be seen and accepted, and as 
we bond, we will know that we are a tribe. These sacred friendship’s 
encourage each other to trust and to feel comfortable fully expressing 
ourselves. 

You will experience once-in-a-lifetime adventures, like snorkeling, and 
celebrations on the beach, to  bring that everlasting memory of joy in the 
hearts of everyone involved. We will have us much fun as we have healing! 
Swim with dolphins and sea turtles, immersed in the beauty of colorful 
tropical fish and sea-life, on our privately chartered cruise. Spend your 
personal time daily exploring the breathtaking local beaches, sacred sites 
and beauty that this one of a kind bay has to offer.

We will perform various healing rituals for the planet, and our families. As 
we do these activities, we will be harnessing the energy of a powerful 
sacred vortex, an inter-dimensional portal called the “Pathway of the 
Gods,” that the sanctuary is located on, to anchor in our grid activation & 



planetary healing. While we’re at it, there will also be an out-of-this-world 
group experience as we organize and lead an optional CE5 circle (close 
encounter contact with 5d beings and up). You know, just to see what’s out 
there. :)

This is truly going to be a transformational, life-changing, FUN journey in 
sacred vortex that is a magnificent tropical location, we’ll see you there!



— Included — 

MEDITATION 

BREATHWORK
(Requires signature to participate.)

SOUND BATHS

CACAO CEREMONIES

SHAMAN JOURNEYS

CHARTERED DOLPHIN EXCURSION

BREAKFAST, SNACKS, & DINNER



— Optional — 

CE5 CIRCLE

YOGA

REIKI
(Requires appointment. Space is limited.)

MASSAGE
(Requires appointment. Space is limited.)

KAMBO
(Requires signature to participate. Space is limited.)



MEDITATION

Consciously connect with your Soul in with meditation

Explore the world of 
mindfulness through conscious 
individual and group 
meditations.

Learn, develop, and strengthen 
your intuition, by applying 
skills and techniques acquired 
during our interactive 
meditative retreat.

Together we will learn about 
two different styles of 
meditation, one which is used to 
reprogram thought patterns and 
beliefs in a healthy and mindful 
way, and another practice which 

is based upon making spiritual contact with your Highest Self and God/
Goddess. There will also be guided meditations, healing journeys, and 
conscious activities.

Mindfulness and bliss

Strengthen your intuition 

Trust your Soul’s inner voice

Learn the power of intention, manifestation and prayer

Introspection, self awareness and self-study

Breath awareness, and moving meditations



BREATHWORK
(Requires signature to participate.)

Connect with the breath, connect with life

Breathwork has been around in 
published form since at least 400 
AD. We will be using various 
ancient breathing practices during 
the retreat in order to activate 
deep, profound spiritual 
awakenings and profound 
physical shifts.

Some of these breathwork 
exercises involved contain a 
technique known as Intermittent 
Hypoxic Training (breath-holds), 
which have intense mental, 
emotional, physical, and energetic 
effects. 

There are tremendous amounts of recent scientific studies stating the 
benefits of Somatic breathwork as powerful, if not more so that the use of 
clinical psychedelics when it comes to mental, emotional, and physical 
“healing.” Aside from the ancient practice of Somatic breath, we will also 
use other Breathwork methods that will help you to express yourself 
powerfully, emotionally, and with spiritual awareness.

 Reduces tension.

 Trains oxygen efficiency.

 Improves cardiovascular health.

 Trains concentration and meditation.

Stimulates both hemispheres of the brain.

Improves CO2 tolerance and nitric oxide production.



Breathwork Contraindications

The Breathwork Intermittent HypoxicTraining has profound effects on 

the body and mind, utilizing breath holding to create brief 

intermittent hypoxia as guided in SOMA Breath. 

This Breathwork should NOT be practiced in the case of any of the 

following:

• Severe/critical diseases or infections

• COPD-II and COPD-III

• Organ failure or late-stage terminal illness

• Pregnancy

• Cancer (Exception: your doctor gives you specific permission)

• If you have epilepsy, a pacemaker, or irregular heart beat 

(Exception: your doctor gives you specific permission). 



SOUND BATHS

Sacred Sounds near the sacred shores

A Sound Bath, or 
sound immersion 
meditation is used to 
harmonize your body 
and mind with deep 
healing vibrations. 

Throughout the Sacred 
Pathway Retreat, you 
will soak in the the 
frequencies that 

emanate from various sound healing, and other ancient shamanic healing 
instruments, which carry you into a deep state of conscious meditation.

 Our intention is to provide you the perfect sacred environment to 
experience transformative revelations of mind, body, and Spirit. This 
Transformational retreat will have multiple sound immersion meditations, 
where you can simply tap into the peace, bliss and wonder of the Soul, in 
the beautiful magic of Hawaii.

Physical and mental calming, grounding and relaxation

Mental, emotional, and physical release

Inner healing journeys

Past-life recall

Soul retrieval

Spiritual activation

Mystical encounters, and out-of-body experiences 



CACAO CEREMONIES

Activating and aligning with the Sacred Heart

Cacao is said to be a sacred healing plant, and the Mayans called it “The 
Food of the God’s.” Seeing as how we will be walking the Pathway of the 
God’s together, we will incorporate Cacao, the sacred “Food of the God’s.” 
It is believed that she, Mother Cacao has a gentle loving, motherly spirit, 
and she loves to help us to open our hearts! When we drink Cacao in 
ceremony, it provides not only a great meditative, and therapeutic benefit, 
but it also work wonderfully with various breathing exercises in order to 
fully activate the Cacao and also to fully get her “medicine” moving 
throughout the body. This movement of the Cacao helps us to get our 
blood moving, our heart pumping, and our awareness tuned into the 
frequency of love and happiness. 

We will be utilizing the Sacred plant teacher Cacao during the various 
bends of our Sacred Pathway’s Journey, so we recommend eating lightly a 
few hours before the ceremony, it is best to not be full when participating in 
the Cacao Ceremony. 

Cacao contains a little bit of caffeine, and can get you feeling uplifted, if 
you are sensitive to caffeine, please let us know and you can have a smaller 
serving, or can have a decaffeinated tea instead. Please let us know before 
the trip if you are allergic to caffeine, or Cacao. Thank you!



SHAMAN JOURNEYS

Journey through the Sacred Pathway

Shamanic Journeying rituals and 
ceremonies are ancient practices, 
which are common throughout 
various cultures across the planet. 
They also have now been proven 
by modern therapists as having a 
psychologically therapeutic 
benefits. 

We will use specific guided 
imagery, and story telling in order 
to take each participant into inner 
planes of awareness, in order to 
heal, integrate, and incorporate 
various levels and aspects of their 
Souls. 

We will be doing these journeys 
together as a group, and will 

dedicate some of our healing to not only ourselves, but the planet.

Soul Retrieval

Inner Child Location

Cord Cutting and Releasing Programs

Ancestral Healing

Spirit animal, plants, etc. 



SWIM WITH DOLPHINS

Our Sacred Pathway Journey would not be complete if we didn’t snorkel/
swim in the Inter-dimensional Gateway of the Gods with the Dolphins.* It 
is believed that the dolphins help to keep our planet safe and in balance 
energetically through the use of their advanced consciousness and sonar/
sonic capabilities. We can sort of think of them as the Archangels of the 
Oceans.

At this retreat, we will not only swim together in the Gateway of the Gods, 
but we will also perform a healing ritual for all of us, the water of the 
planet, and the world. This ritual will be sent to every other point that 
intersects with this magical vortex, and will then be sent throughout all of 
Mother Earth. This beautiful event is not only for each of us, but for the 
world to heal and to awaken peacefully. 

We see this beautiful retreat as an opportunity to do something great 
together, to use all of the healing that we go through together to help heal 
the planet, and to pour every ounce of our open-grateful-hearts into the 
Oceans waters, and see it moving through the Oceans, with the help of our 
friends the dolphins of course. 

*Our friends the dolphins are the ones in charge of whether or not we truly get to 
swim with them, as they are free ocean dolphins. However, we will be going to the 

best location during the right time to see them happy and free, so….



CE5 CIRCLE

Close encounter with 
5d beings and up on 
the beach.

A CE5 is the 
designation of a close 
encounter that 
involves personal 
interaction with 
unknown entities. 

It is based on J. Allan Hyenk’s encounter classification system originally 
published in his book The UFO Experience: A Scientific Inquiry where he 
postulated close encounters of the first, second and third kinds. 

A CE1 is a visual sighting of a UFO less than 500 feet away. A CE2 is a close 
observation with physical effects, such as the leaving of traces. A CE3 is a 
visual observation where entities are also seen.

 



BREAKFAST, SNACKS, & DINNER 

Breakfast, snacks, dinners are included.

Strictly plant based meal options available.

Lunch or extra meals off of the retreat grounds are not included in the 
total cost.

Enjoy healthy conscious meals, 
provided lovingly by the one and 
only Corey Miller, owner of the 
Behind The Lids Studio that we 
love so much. 



Sacred Community — Sacred World

If it takes a village to raise a child, then it must take a village to celebrate 
the inner-child! It also takes a lot of children (us) to eventually shape a 
village (the planet). We are coming together as Souls to support one 
another in our spiritual awakening, and healing. 

We are coming together as Souls to support the planet, our families, and 
even strangers so that we can help support the world as it awakens & 
heals. It takes each of us to have the determination and power to choose to 
heal and awaken, but it takes community to empower and make our lives 
all that more blissful and magical. We will be doing the majority of our 
healing work together as a group, this small group of people will become a 
village. We will have group bonding experiences, and have breakfast and 
dinners together, we will also snorkel and swim with the dolphins together. 
Some of us will even do Kambo together. 

Bring a friend or a family member with you, the more the merrier! We are 
going to make memories of a lifetime together, and we are so grateful that 
you are joining our healing family! 



REIKI & PRIVATE HEALING SESSIONS 

Brandon & Chelsea 
Loveladdy will be 
offering a limited 
amount of two on one 
Reiki, Spiritual 
Counseling & Healing 
Sessions for individuals, 
and couples. 

We will be offering all of 
our services as a team for 
a deeper more powerful 
healing experience. 

The balance of our 
energies as husband and wife are truly special, and it is our honor to offer 
these healing arts to you all as a team. 

If you would like to schedule a private Reiki session, Sound Meditation, 
Oracle Card Reading, Medium Reading, Couples Session, or any other 
private service such as personal time with us, please let us know directly so 
that we can reserve you an appointment during the Sacred Pathway. 

The session will be about 45 minutes, and will be offered for $150 per 
service, gratuity is optional. Venmo, cash, or CC payment will be sent on 
the day of the session in order for the appointment to be honored. A $50 
deposit will be necessary to confirm your time and date.

Reiki & Private Healing Services are OPTIONAL. 

Space is limited.

Requires appointment.



MASSAGE

Massage is OPTIONAL. 

Space is limited.

Requires appointment.



YOGA

Common optional activities such as Yoga and Guided 
Meditation led by Nichole Ferro set the stage for the healing, 
and help us to start our days in a mindful and blissful flow.

Nichole will also be offering some of her personal healing 
services. Space is limited. Requires Appointment.



KAMBO

A Kambo ceremony is offered 
at the Sacred Pathway 
retreat, we believe this 
ceremony will be beneficial 
for those who choose to 
commit themselves to this 
transformational journey, 
however this ceremony will 
be optional. If you are not 
planning on attending the 
Kambo ceremony, please 
state your choice 

What Is Kambo?

Kambo is the powerful 
medicinally potent secretion 
of the green giant monkey 
tree frog, Phyllomedusa 

Bicolor, which lives in the upper areas of the Amazon Rainforest. It has no 
natural predators – even snakes spit it back out if they swallow them. They 
are found in Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Peru, French Guiana, Suriname and 
Venezuela. The IUCN database lists them in the ‘Least Concern’ category in 
view of their wide distribution and large population. Kambo is completely 
legal everywhere in the world. 

A Kaxinawá legend tells that the Indians of the tribe were very ill and their 
medicine man (Pajé in Brazil) had done everything that was possible to 
cure them. All medicinal herbs known were used, but none helped. Under 
the effect of sacred plant medicines, he entered the forest and whilst there 
received a visit from the Grandmother. She brought in her hands a frog, 
from which she took a white secretion, and taught the Pajé how to apply it. 
Returning to the tribe and following the guidelines that he had received the 
Pajé was able to cure his brothers. From then on he was known as Pajé 
Kampu. The Indians continue to use its secretion to stay active and healthy. 
The secretion became known as Kambo but in some tribes it is called Sapo, 
Kampu or Vacina da Floresta. Its usage spread and it is still used widely 
amongst indigenous people in the Amazon to this day although the rituals 
vary from tribe to tribe.



What Is It Used For?

The use of Kambo differs amongst tribes but the main indigenous believe it 
increases their speed and energy during hunting and that it makes the 
hunter invisible by temporarily eliminating their human odor. There are 
many ways they use it medicinally too, including: to cleanse, detox and 
strengthen the mind and body, to increase energy and stamina and to 
reduce pain.

Outside of the forest, Kambo has been the subject of more than two 
decades of medical research. As with venoms from snakes and scorpions, 
researchers believe that Kambo will open up a new world of treatments for 
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Chronic Pain, Cancer, HIV, Parkinson’s 
Disease, Alzheimer’s, Depression, Vascular problems, Hepatitis, Diabetes, 
Rheumatism, Arthritis, Addictions and much, much more. Their work 
consists of attempting to identify, isolate and reproduce the incredible and 
unique chemical cocktail that Kambo is.

 It contains dozens of Peptides (short chains of amino acids), some of them 
bioactive which means they have an affinity and selectivity for binding 
with receptor sites in humans (A receptor is like a lock that, when opened 
with the right key—the bioactive peptide—triggers specific chemical 
reactions in the body). 

Recent studies have shown that Kambo contains multiple antimicrobial 
peptides effective against drug resistant strains of bacteria, fungi, protozoa, 
parasites and virus, providing opportunities for the development of new 
and more efficient nanotechnological-based therapies for treating infectious 
diseases. Kambo is one of the strongest natural anti-inflammatory, 
antibiotic, antimicrobial and anesthetic substances found in the world and 
one of the strongest, natural ways to strengthen the immune system. It also 
detoxes the liver and the intestines so it’s a powerful cleanser. Immediate 
and short term effects include enhanced mood, alertness, clarity, focus, 
energy and increased resistance to stress, tiredness, hunger and thirst. The 
mind becomes still, you feel lighter and everything becomes easier to 
manage. In the longer term, Kambo empowers the immune system, rousing 
the body’s defense systems to their natural functions so that existing health 
problems are improved or resolved and future ones are less likely to occur. 
In spiritual terms, Kambo works in a mystical fashion as a light that opens 
the way, helping us to overcome obstacles and release blockages on an 
emotional level. It clears our energy field and realigns the chakras enabling 
us to break negative habits and think more naturally.



How is Kambo Used?

Kambo should always be taken with a properly trained person 
administering and supervising the treatments at all times! Kambo is intense 
but fast. The unpleasant effects are strong and immediate but over within 
30 - 40 minutes. 

The dried Kambo is mixed with a small amount of water and divided into 
small dots. Then small points called gates are placed into the surface of the 
skin. The points are approximately 1/8”across but can be smaller or 
slightly larger depending on the treatment. The top thin layer of skin is 
blistered with a hot stick and the skin is peeled off to expose the epidermis 
underneath – this is the same as when you have a blister and the skin rubs 
off. There is no blood. 

The number and position of the points varies from person to person 
depending on individual needs. The small dots of Kambo are applied to the 
points. This is the only way to take Kambo – it is not safe to ingest it or 
introduce it into the blood stream directly. The Kambo enters directly into 
the Lymphatic System so the effect is very fast. Most people experience a 
warm to hot flush on the upper body and face along with increased heart 
rate. At this point, different people will react in different ways. Some will 
feel dizzy, foggy or spaced out. Some people have swollen lips or face and 
slight skin tingling. 

The Kambo will be racing around your body, scanning it for problems and 
then going directly to work on those areas. You may experience a throbbing 
or burning sensation in those areas for a short while. Kambo is not 
psychoactive so does not produce hallucinations but can produce a short 
altered state of reality in some people and many people receive insights 
and messages about living a healthier life. Then you will purge all the 
toxins out. This purging process works on a physical and emotional level. 
You may feel tired at this point and need to rest. Within a short time – 
usually an hour or so you will feel much better and you can drink and eat 
normally. After a good night’s sleep you will start to feel the real benefits.

The burn marks will heal and fade with time but depending on your skin 
color and type you may always have small visible scars. Most people see 
their Kambo scars as a badge of honor. After the dots of Kambo are 
removed, the points are dressed with Peruvian tree sap. This helps them to 
heal faster and ensures they stay free from infection until they scab 
naturally within a day or so.



Health Requirements & Contraindications
Those on the following list may NOT safely take Kambo. Those who:
• Have serious heart problems including: having had heart surgery or have 

any other serious heart issues.

• Have had an organ transplant that you are taking immune system 
suppressing medication for.

• Are on medication on for low blood pressure.

• Have suffered a stroke.

• Have had a brain hemorrhage.

• Have had aneurisms or blood-clots.

• Suffer from a serious mental health condition.

• Lack the mental capacity to make the decision to take Kambo.

• Have serious mental health problems excluding depression, PTSD and 
anxiety.

• Are undergoing chemotherapy, radiotherapy or for 4 weeks after 
treatment would take place.

• Take immune-suppressants for organ transplant.

• Have Addison’s disease.

• Have current and severe Epilepsy.

• Are recovering from a major surgical procedure.

• Are pregnant or may be so.

• Are currently breast-feeding.

• Laysic Surgery or recent eye surgeries

If any of the above apply to you then you will not be able to work Kambo for 
your own safety. It is essential to disclose any relevant information to me. Do not 
withhold any relevant health information. If you have any other serious health 
issues or any condition that you are currently taking medication for then it is 
essential that you let me know so that we can discuss before hand.



Other Relevant Medical Information

If you are menstruating at the time of treatment, Kambo may well cause the 
flow to increase for 24-36 hours because it contains powerful Vasodilators. 
If you are Asthmatic ensure that you have your inhaler with you. If you 
carry an EpiPen for health reasons please bring with you and make me 
aware of this. Asking you to carry these items to ceremony is merely my 
own personal request to be super rigid on the side of safety. 

If you are Diabetic it’s important to discuss your treatment in advance. You 
must inform me if you have previously or are currently suffering from a 
mental health condition, regardless of whether or not you are taking 
medication. The only exception to this is mild depression and/or anxiety. 
In most cases it is usually completely safe for you to continue taking your 
normal medication but please discuss this beforehand.

Before the treatment it is ESSENTIAL to fast for 12 hours!

That includes no coffee or black tea. Water and herbal teas are fine. Set 
intentions for what you would like to let go of before the ceremony. What 
ever isn't serving you and you want to release from your being. Also set 
intentions for the positive things you would like to call into your life. 

I ask that you refrain from drinking alcohol or taking recreational drugs in 
the 24 hours before and after your treatment. It is ideal to eat a healthy and 
nutritious meal that is not to heavy as your last meal before the treatment. 
Ideal example; brown rice and veggies, big fruit salad etc.

KAMBO IS OPTIONAL
(Requires signature to participate.)


